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Summary 

Energy transfer processes in cyclohexane solutions of ten aromatic 
compounds were investigated at 25 “C under steady state 7.6 eV photolysis. 
The transfer rates calculated by taking 1 ns for the excited state lifetime of 
cyclohexane are equal to or lower than the rates for diffusion-controlled 
reactions when the reaction radius is taken as the sum of the molecular radii 
of the solute and solvent molecules. These compounds are found to be good 
energy quenchers in photolysis experiments and had earlier been reported 
to be good charge scavengers during radiolysis. It is suggested that some type 
of short-range interaction is of importance in determining the transfer rates. 

1. Introduction 

By irradiating liquid cyclohexane at photon energies slightly above the 
absorption onset (7.0 eV [l]) three primary transformations were identified: 
molecular hydrogen and hydrogen atom detachments, for which the quantum 
yields Q1 are 0.85 and 0.14 [2,3], and fluorescence for which Q, = 0.01 [4]. 
Quenching of the excited state has often been investigated by measuring the 
fluorescence, in pulsed [5 - 91 and stationary [ 10,111 experiments, or the 
hydrogen yield [Z, 12 - 141 in steady state experiments. From the steady 
state experiments, when the ratio of the quantum yields in the absence and 
in the presence of a quencher showed a linear dependence on the solute 
concentration c, the researchers calculated the quenching constant K from 
a’/@ = 1 + Kc. According to the Stern-Volmer theory, K is related to the 
transfer rate constant lz, : K = ktrO, where r. is the excited state lifetime. The 
first investigations of the fluorescence decay of cyclohexane indicated that 
7. = 0.3 ns [ 151; more recent measurements have yielded a longer lifetime 
[16 - 181, some of them suggesting r. > 1 ns [6, 9, 191. 

On the basis of a Stern-Volmer analysis of hydrogen measurements 
and assuming ro= 0.3 ns, Wada and Hatano [14] established very large 
transfer rates in cyclohexane solvent. In some cases the rate constant 
exceeds that calculated with the help of the Stokes-Einstein-Smoluchowski 
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(SES) equation for diffusion-controlled reactions by one order of magnitude: 
k SES = 8RZ’/300077, where 7 is the solvent viscosity and 2’ is the temperature. 
This contradiction was interpreted in terms of a high reaction radius for the 
transfer. Large transfer radii are also suggested for some other alkanes [ 8, 111. 

Recently many theoretical and experimental papers have indicated the 
failure of both SES theory and simple Stern-Volmer theory to describe the 
quenching processes for short lifetimes [6, 7, 11, 201. For example, in some 
experiments at higher solute concentrations (c 2 0.05 - 0.15 M) the (Ca’/@)-c 
curves showed an upward curvature. Transient quenching effects [6,7,11] 
or static quenching effects [20,21] are suggested to explain this departure 
from linearity. As was demonstrated by And& and coworkers [20,21] these 
effects are also important at low concentrations, where the dependence on c 
is approximately linear as in Stern-Volmer kinetics. They suggested the use 
of the following simplified equation: 

(3’ 
NV, + kOrO + koTo 

(oT*y2 c I 
where k. = 47rNu’D, N is Avogadro’s number, U’ is the reaction radius 
referred to as the “kinetic” distance and D (= Ds + 0,) is the sum of the 
diffusion coefficients of the solute and solvent molecules. VI is defined as the 
volume around an excited molecule, where instantaneous quenching occurs: 

(1) 

v, = f B(d3 - 03) 

where o (= rs + Pi) is the collisional distance, i.e. the sum of the molecular 
radii of the solute and solvent molecules. The first term in the braces, NV,, 
takes into account the “static” quenching arising from the quencher 
molecules located between distances 0 and u’. The second term, koro, 
describes the usual diffusional quenching, whereas the third term, koT&/ 
(-oP2, is the so-called transient term. 

In the present work, utilizing the equation suggested by Andrb and 
coworkers and taking the new lifetime, we reinvestigate the question of a 
high k, value for the excited state quenching of cyclohexane in stationary 
experiments by means of measuring the yields of the final products. Most 
of the compounds used by Wada and Hatano are well-known electron 
scavengers, e.g. CC&. The only exception is benzene which does not react 
with electrons in radiolytic systems. Our choice of aromatic molecules was 
influenced by this fact. The reactivities towards electrons can be increased 
and changed systematically by adding electron-withdrawing groups 
(-Cl, -Br, -CH2C1) to the benzene ring or by polycondensation, thereby 
allowing a correlation to be sought between the molecular properties and 
the transfer rates. 

2. ExperimentaI details 

The spectrograde quality cyclohexane (Fluka) was washed with 
centrated sulphuric acid and then distilled and treated with silica gel. 

con- 
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An electrodeless bromine discharge lamp was used for the irradiations 
[22 1. The lamp intensity was 8 X 1015 photons s-l. The hydrogen production 
rate decreased with the irradiation time in bromobenzene solutions. This 
decrease was probably caused by some brominated hydrocarbon’or polymer 
deposits on the lamp window. The production rates were established by 
extrapolating the time dependence curves to zero irradiation time for each 
concentration. 

The irradiations were performed by thermostatting the samples at 
25 + 3 “C usually with irradiation times of 4 - 6 min. After photolysis the gas 
that was not condensable at 77 K was collected and measured in a Toepler 
pump. The liquid sample was analysed gas chromatographically. 

The hydrochloric acid formed in systems containing chlorobenzene and 
benzyl chloride was measured by titration with an alcoholic solution of 
Hg(N03)* using diphenylcarbazone as an indicator_ 

The actinometry was based on the hydrogen yield during the photolysis 
of pure cyclohexane taking @(Hz) = 1.0 as established earlier [14, 221. 

3. Results 

The decrease in the hydrogen yield in the presence of additives (Figs. 1 
and 2) can be related to (1) energy transfer from excited cyclohexane to the 
solute (this is the main cause in our systems), (2) absorption of radiation at 
163 nm by the additive and (3) hydrogen atom scavenging: 

hv- 7.6eV 
c-&HI2 A 

hv = 7.6 eV 
s - s* 

C-cgHi** (2) 

(3) 

c-&H ,2* - c-C&HI0 + HZ 

c-CgH12* - C-C6H11’ + H 

ka 
H + c-&HI2 - C-C6H11’ + Hz 

ks 
H+S - HS’ 

2C-C6H1L 
. /_A c-Cc812 + C-GHIO 

1 (c-C&H~~)~ 

c-C6H12* + S 
kt 

- c-C~H,~ + S* 

(where c-CgH12 denotes cyclohexane and S denotes the solute). 

(W 

(4b) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(8) 
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Fig. 1. (a) Corrected hydrogen yields and (b) quenching plots from cyclohexane-aromatic 
hydrocarbon systems: l , benzene; *, toluene; 0, naphthalene; +, phenanthrene; q  , trans- 
stilbene. 

Fig. 2. (a) Corrected hydrogen yields and (b) quenching plots for cyclohexane solutions 
with anihne (+), chlorobenzene (*), bromo benzene (0) and benzyl chloride (a). 

When the reciprocal of the hydrogen yield is linearly dependent on c 
with a slope LX (and therefore at least formally the Stern-Volmer law is obeyed) 
the hydrogen formation in solutions is described by 

AB 
- = 1 + o![S] 
W-32) 

A is a factor that corrects for light absorption in the solute: 

A= %C,H,, [C-GJ-3121 

%C,H,, [C-C6H,2 1 + es [sl 

(9) 

(IQ) 

At 163 nm the extinction coefficient EC&&~ of cyclohexane is equal to 
2200 M-l cm-’ [23]. The extinction coefficients of the solutes varied 
between 5000 and 30 000 M-’ cm-l [24]. 

The magnitude of the correction factor B, taking into account the 
hydrogen atom scavenging, depends on the ratio of the rate constants for 
the addition (eqn. (6)) and abstraction (eqn. (5)) reactions: 

B=l-G+(H) - 
( 

ks ISI kS 
[sl + 1 

k IC-C,H 121 )I( k, bC6Hi21 

w 1 - 0.14 p[sl 
PlSl + 1 (11) 
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The quantum yield @O(H) of hydrogen atom elimination in pure cyclohexane 
was found to be 0.14 [2,3]. 

In dilute solution [c-&Hi,] = [c-C&I~~]~, where [c-C~H~~]~ = 9.3 M is 
the molar density of neat cyclohexane. The constant p (= (ks/k,)/[c-C,Hi2J0) 
for some systems (e.g_ solutions with aromatic hydrocarbons) can be 
estimated from the dimer yields. For the case when the HS’ radicals produced 
in reaction (6) disappear by reaction with cyclohexyl radicals 

HS’ + c-C,H,; - products (12) 

we developed the following equation: 

A@“((c-G4dd 
*,((c-W311)2) 

= 1 + (CX + P)[S] + o/3[S12 (13) 

By fitting eqn. (13) to the experimental points we obtain two parameters; 
however, since ~1 and /!3 are interchangeable in eqn. (13), it cannot be stated 
which of the parameters is equal to a and which to p. As will be seen later 
the numerical value of one of the parameters is always close to the a value 
found when the hydrogen yield is analysed. Therefore, this parameter will 
also be nominated as cu. 

3.1, Mixtures with aromatic hydrocarbons 
It is reasonable to suppose that under our conditions in cyclohexane 

solvent benzene 112,141 and other aromatic molecules do not contribute 
to the hydrogen formation and hydrogen originates entirely from the cyclo- 
hexane. The direct light absorption in benzene is low, about 6% at the 
highest concentration of 0 .15 M. We did not find cyclohexadiene, cyclohexyl 
cyclohexadiene or dicyclohexadienyl among the liquid phase products. This 
indicates that the cyclohexadienyl radicals produced in reaction (6) do not 
react with each other, but disappear by disproportionation with cyclohexyl 
radicals as was suggested by Stone and Dyne [25] from their radiolytic 
experiments: 

c-C,H7- + c-C~H~~ I--+ C6H, + C-C~H~~ (14) 
By fitting the dimer yields according to eqn. (13) we obtained 3.7 f 1.5 M-i 
and 1.6 -t 0.7 M-l for the two parameters. From the hydrogen yields we 
calculated (x = 3.8 f 0.6 M-l (Figs. 1 and 3). Our (Y agrees with the former 
values 3.5 and 4 M-l found in photolysis at 147 and 163 nm [12,14]. The 
value of the constant ks/k, = fl[c-C,H,,I” found here to be 15 + 6 is lower 
than the value of 35 measured in pulsed experiments [ 261. 

The useful concentration range in mixtures with some of the higher 
aromatic molecules was strongly reduced by the low solubility . Because of 
the narrow concentration range (c < 0.01) in anthracene solutions the values 
for QL and /3 are rough estimates. 

In Table 1 the 0 values and therefore the rates of hydrogen atom 
addition reactions show a strong dependence on the molecular structure. 
Comparing our results with those in ref. 27, we found that there is a close 
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Fig. 3. (a) Corrected dimer yields and (b) quenching plots for some cyclohexane-aromatic 
hydrocarbon solutions: l , benzene; 0, naphthalene; +, phenanthrene; q  , trarzs-stilbene. 

TABLE 1 

Aromatic hydrocarbon quenchers 

Solutes cxa (M-r) cr b (M-l) P (M-l) 

Benzene 3.3 3.7 1.6 
Toluene 4 e 
Naphthalene 6.2 7 2 
Phenanthrene 9 7 2.5 
Anthracene =13 - -30 
trans-stilbene 13 12 7 

aa was calculated from the hydrogen formation. 
by was calculated from the dimer yields. 
c Not measured; for correction /3 = 1.5 M-r was applied. 

correlation between the rates of methyl radical and hydrogen atom additions: 
both rates increase with increasing electron affinities of the aromatic hydro- 
carbons. 

3.2. Mixtures with aromatics containing heteroatoms 
3.2.1. Cyclohexane-chlorobenzene mixtures 
On introducing chlorobenzene into the samples, 

hydrogen (Fig. 2) and cyclohexene decrease and 
the quantum yields of 
that of bicyclohexyl 
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TABLE2 

Product formation in cyclohexane-cblorobenzene solution 

c (Ml @(Hz) @((c-C6H11)2) a,( HCI) @(w-I6 I @i = *(HcI)/A*(H~) 

0 1.0 0.062 - - - 
0.05 0.75 0.13 0.10 0.12 0.40 
0.10 0.57 0.09 0.12 0.13 0.28 

increases. Benzene and HCl (Table 2) together with very low yields of 
chlorocyclohexane and phenylcyclohexane can be observed among the liquid 
phase products. The distribution of products shows that the decomposition 
of chlorobenzene is sensitized by cyclohexane. The relatively large yield 
of bicyclohexyl reveals that there are some processes which produce the 
cyclohexyl radical. The following reactions together with reactions (4), 
(5), (7) and (8) explain the formation of the main products: 

C6H&1* - &H&l 

&H&l* + C6HSCl - UXW1)2* 

C&Cl* - C6H,’ + Cl 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

Cl + C-C~H~~ - HCl + c-&HI1 
. 

(13) 

C6H5 
. 

+ c-&Hi2 - C6H, + c-&,H,i 
. 

(19) 

Table 2, sixth column, gives the decomposition yield of chlorobenzene 
relative to the decrease in the hydrogen yield, i.e. the intrinsic decomposition 
yield of C6H,Cl*. The decomposition yield decreases with increasing c. 
A similar dependence on c was observed and attributed to excimer formation 
by Bunce et al. [28] during direct photolysis at 254 nm of chlorobenzene in 
cyclohexane. It can be supposed that the excited chlorobenzene molecules 
formed in energy transfer from cyclohexane convert to the same excited 
state of chlorobenzene (probably Si) that is also populated when irradiated 
at 254 nm. This supposition is in agreement with the results of Friedman 
et al. [29] who found that the excited states produced by absorption of 
light of wavelength 193 nm entirely convert to the Si state of chlorobenzene. 
The energy of light of wavelength 193 nm (6.48 eV) is approximately equal 
to the energy transferred from cyclohexane to chlorobenzene (the energy 
of the Si state of cyclohexane) in our experiments_ 

3.2.2. Cycbhexane-bromobenzene solutions 
In solutions containing bromobenzene the decrease in the hydrogen 

yield is also accompanied by the formation of benzene; however, in these 
mixtures the cyclohexene and bicyclohexyl yields are very low. The quantum 
yields at a bromobenzene concentration of 0.04 M are as follows: @(Hz), 
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0.66; @(c-C~H~~), 0.2; @((c-C~H~~)~), 0.02; *(C6H6), 0.2. This behaviour 
can be understood by the fact that bromine atoms do not abstract hydrogen 
atoms from cyclohexane molecules because the abstraction is endothermic 
(AH&s K, ges phase = 33 kJ mol- ‘). Instead they disappear by other reactions: 

C6H5Br* ---+ C6H, . + Br (20) 

Br + C6H,Br __+ C,H,Br2’ (21) 

Br + c-C6H10 - c-C,H,,Br’ (22) 

Br + Br - Brz (23) 

C-C6HI0 + Br2 - c-C6H1sBrZ (24) 

The low yield of bicyclohexyl and the high yield of benzene indicate 
that the majority of cyclohexyl radicals formed in the decomposition of 
cyclohexane or in the hydrogen abstraction by phenyl radicals, instead of 
undergoing the disproportionation and recombination reactions (7a) and 
(7b), react with other radicals present, e.g. C6H5Br2*, C6H,’ and Br’. 

3.2.3. Cyclohexane-benzyl chloride solutions 
In mixtures containing benzyl chloride the decrease in the hydrogen 

yield is accompanied with an increase in bicyclohexyl formation and with 
the production of toluene, phenylcyclohexane, dibenzyl and HCl reflecting 
the sensitized decomposition of the benzyl chloride additive. At c = 0.1 M 
the yields are as follows: @(Hz), 0.5; @(c-C6Hlo), OS; +P((c-C~H~~)~), 0.07; 
@(CBHSCHJ), about 0.03; @(C6H5CHZ-C-C6Hll), 0.08; Q((C6H5CH2)2), 
0.05; @(H(X), 0.5. The relevant reactions are the following: 

C6H5CH;rCl* - C6H5CH2’ + Cl 
C-C6H11’ + &H&HZ’ - C6H,CHs + C-C6H1,, 
c-C6Hi1’ + C6H,CH2’ - CsHSCH2--c-&Hi, 
2C6H5CH2 

l - (f%HsCH2 )z. 

Chlorine atoms also produce HCI here as in reaction (18). 

(25) 
(28a) 
(28b) 

(27) 

3.2.4. Cyclohexane-aniline solutions 
The influence of aniline on the hydrogen yield is low, similarly to that 

of benzene or toluene. When we analysed the solution after irradiation we 
did not find possible decomposition products such as phenylcyclohexane or 
biphenyl. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Kinetics of quenching: quenching constants 
In Figs. 1 and 2 the AB/Q(H*) values plotted against c show a linear 

dependence on c. In our experiments a concave upward deviation was not 
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TABLE 3 

Test for diffusion control (parameters connected with eqn. (1)) 

Solutes t (“C) a d(nm) P 
(M-l) 

k, (xlo’e 
M-’ s-l) 

Benzene 25 4 3.2 0.68 0.15 0.2 0.4 
Toluene 25 4 2.85 0.71 0.16 0.2 0.4 
Naphthalene 25 6.5 2.8 0.71 0.26 0.3 0.65 
Phenanthrene 25 9 2.6 0.75 0.37 0.4 0.9 
Anthracene 25 13 2.6 0.75 0.5 0.6 1.3 
truns-stilbene 25 13 2.6 0.75 0.5 0.6 1.3 

Chlorobenzene 25 8 2.85 0.7 0.31 
Bromo benzene 25 13 2.85 0.7 0.37 
Benzyl chloride 25 10 2.75 0.71 0.39 
Aniline 25 3.5 2.8 0.69 0.14 

cc14 a 25 25 2.93 0.69 0.77 
SF, b 15 16 2.50 0.6 0.57 
co2 b 15 15 2.9 0.63 0.49 
CH3Br h 15 16 2.7 0.66 0.54 
CsHSBr b 15 22 2.6 0.69 0.72 

0.4 0.8 
0.6 1.3 
0.5 1.0 
0.15 0.35 

1.0 2.5 
0.8 1.5 
0.8 1.4 
0.8 1.5 
1.0 2.0 

*From ref. 30. 
b From ref. 14. 

observed which disagrees with some fluorescence experiments [6,7,11]. 
The lack of an upward bend may be due to the low quencher concentrations 
applied and upward curvature can be observed only at higher values of c. 
Our quenching constants, which are denoted cx to show the difference from 
the Stern-Volmer constant K, are collected in Table 3 together with the at 
values of Wada and Hatano [ 141 measured at 15 “C. 

In contrast with the hydrogen yield, for the dimer formation when 
A~“((c-C,H11)~)/~((c-C6H11)2) is plotted as a function of c upward curvature 
does occur. According to our model, however, this is due to hydrogen atom 
scavenging. The quenching constant established in the hydrogen atom forma- 
tion appears to be the same as that for the total hydrogen yield. This involves 
a common excited state that is quenchable by additives for hydrogen and 
hydrogen atom elimination that was tacitly assumed in the development of 
eqns. (9) and (13). It was suggested that hydrogen atom detachment takes 
place from a dissociative triplet state populated by S1-V+ T, intersystem 
crossing [31,32], 

4.2. Energy transfer rates: diffusion-controlled kinetics 
As the reciprocal hydrogen yields show a linear dependence on c in our 

experiments eqn. (1) can be used for the calculation of transfer rates by 
taking CY = NV, + kOrO + k0~0~‘/(D~0)1~2. For the excited state lifetime of 
cyclohexane at 25 “C we use 1.0 ns which is the average of recent determina- 
tions [ 6, 9,16 - 191. Since r. was found to increase with decreasing tempera- 
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ture for many alkanes [31,32] we take 7. = 1.1 ns at 15 “C. The self-diffusion 
coefficient of cyclohexane at 25 “C is 1.44 X 10m9 m2 s-’ [33]; for 15 “C we 
estimated this to be 1.2 X 10m9 m2 s-l. II, was taken to be equal to the self- 
diffusion coefficient of cyclohexane. For some of the quenchers (benzene, 
aniline, CCL, [34 - 361) the previously reported diffusion coefficient Ds in 
cyclohexane solvent was used; for the other quenchers this parameter was 
estimated from empirical and semiempirical relations [ 11, 37,383 and an 
average of the different estimates was applied to the calculations. The 
molecular radius rs of cyclohexane was taken as 0.35 nm [37] and the rs 
values of the solutes were obtained from the literature [37] or calculated 
from molar volumes. The o’ “kinetic” radius was estimated from quenching 
data. 

Of the quenchers collected in Table 3 we calculated that o’ is greater 
than o only for CCL, and C2H,Br. With these two halogenated compounds 
some static quenching is also effective. Of course, physically u’ cannot be 
smaller than the sum of the molecular radii o. The relation u’ < a may 
reflect that not every encounter of the reactants leads to a transfer. The 
reaction probability p per encounter can be calculated from the ratio of the 
observed transfer rate constant k, (where kt = a/~~ when o’ < u and k, = 
kO{l + u’/(D~~)~‘~} when u’> a) to the diffusion-controlled rate constant 
k, (where kd = ko{l + u’/(_DT~)~‘~} when u’ > o and kd = ko{l + u/(DT-~)~~~}, 
taking k. = 477NuD when u’ < u). When u’ < u we took NV1 = 0. 

It is obvious from Table 3 that our quenching data, and also the 
recalculated data of Wada and Hatano [14], do not reveal high quenching 
radii, in contrast with the results of some fluorescence quenching experi- 
ments [8, Ill. The reason for this disagreement is unclear as yet. One 
possibility could be that fluorescence and chemical decomposition occur 
from two distinct excited states, the quenching rate constants of which are 
different. However, other experimental data seem to contradict this supposi- 
tion [39,40]. 

Next we examine which factors may influence the magnitude of p 
and k,. 

According to the Fijrster theory 1411 the rates of singlet-singlet energy 
transfer are determined by the dipole-dipole interaction which depends on 
the overlap of donor fluorescence and acceptor absorption spectra. From 
the relevant data, however, it appears that this factor cannot be of major 
importance in determining k, for the quenchers listed in Table 3. For 
example, there is almost no overlap between the cyclohexane fluorescence 
spectrum and the absorption spectra of SF, and CO*, but the values of k, are 
high. The overlap of the two spectra is also poor with CHsBr and &H,Br. 
For CC14 the overlap is somewhat higher, and from the Fijrster equation 

Ro 6_ - 
90001n 10 2 m d3 
128n5n4N 3 s Em es CC) 

0 
3 (28) 

we calculated a “critical distance” R. of 0.68 nm, which agrees with the 
contact distance but is much smaller than that found in quenching of excited 
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states of aromatic molecules (2 - 5 nm) to which the theory has been 
successfully applied. R. is defined as the distance between the solute and the 
excited solvent molecules for which the rates of deactivation and dipole- 
dipole energy transfer are equal. It is calculated from eqn. (28), where n is 
the solvent refractive index, N is Avogadro’s number, F,(c) is the fluores- 
cence spectrum of cyclohexane normalized to the fluorescence quantum 
yield and es(G) is the molar decadic extinction coefficient of the solute. For 
aromatic quenchers we calculated RO values between 1.1 and 1.4 nm but 
there is no correlation between RO and kt or (J’, i.e. RO decreases in the order 
naphthalene > phenanthrene > anthracene whereas k, increases. It appears 
that the rates are not determined by the extent of the dipole-dipole inter- 
actions. 

Several papers [9,42,43] suggest a correlation between the transfer 
rates and the free-energy change of the reaction. The free-energy change is 
calculated from the energy difference between the donor and the acceptor 
excited states. Again it seems that this connection is not valid for our 
systems. For example, the transfer for all aromatic quenchers is highly 
exotherrnic and therefore we would expect a similarly large value of k, for 
the aromatic quenchers. In contrast, for the non-aromatic molecules this 
theory predicts a lower k, value, in disagreement with the experiments. 

It was mentioned in Section 1 that the reaction rates between the solutes 
and the electron vary with the nature of the solute. The electron-donating 
-CH3 and --NH% groups on the benzene ring tend to lower the electron 
affinity and to hinder the formation of aromatic negative ions. Therefore 
toluene and aniline have less affinity towards electrons than benzene has. 
It should be noted that for these aromatic molecules we found low rates 
of transfer. Compared with -CHs and -NH*, the electron-withdrawing 
-Cl, -Br and -CHICl groups on the benzene ring enhance the reactivity 
towards electrons and the ability to form negative ions 1441. With these 
substituents k, increases by a factor of 2 - 3. The increase in conjugation 
in the molecule has a similar effect to that of the electron-withdrawing 
substituents. The gas phase thermal electron attachment rates and electron 
affinities (which are positive for the polycondensed aromatic molecules 
[ 44,451) increase in the order naphthalene < phenanthrene < truns-stilbene < 
anthracene, and k, also tends to increase in the same order. 

This finding may suggest that some type of short-range interaction is of 
importance in the transfer but its nature is unknown as yet. A possibility is 
that reaction (8) has a two-step mechanism: 

c-C~H~~* + S - c-C,H12+ + S- (29) 

c-C,H,,+ + S __* neutral products (39) 

where the temporary charge separation can be exothermic, since in liquid 
alkanes the polarization around charged species (for which the energy is 
1 - 1.5 eV for an elementary charge 1461) strongly decreases the energy 
demand of the process. With aromatic hydrocarbon quenchers reactions (29) 
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and (30) lead to a dissipation of the excitation energy of cyclohexane in the 
vibrational levels. The chlorine-, bromine- and CH2C1-substituted benzene 
anions can easily undergo dissociation by loss of Cl- or Br- [47,48], e.g. 

C6H5CH2C1- - 
. 

C6H, CH2 + Cl- (31) 

Cl- + c-C6Hi2 - HCl- + C-C6Hi1 
. 

(32) 

HCl- + C-C6Hi2 ++ HCl f c-C~H~~ (33) 

In these reactions we expect the formation of chemical decomposition 
products that are similar to those formed in the neutral energy transfer 
(eqn. (8)). The product formation in mixtures with chlorobenzene, however, 
indicates neutral transfer. 

Further work is needed to clarify the precise mechanism of transfer and 
also to find the properties that determine its magnitude. 
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